
Hear from Owen, one of the first to run the
NEW SUP Open Water Coach training

The NEW SUP Coach Awards have been long awaited and
have taken a great deal of work from some of the best SUP
coaches in the UK. British Canoeing have approached the
development of the awards, in my opinion, in the best way
possible by putting together a Technical Group which
consisted of not only those that knew the British Canoeing
award structure but also some of the best practitioners of SUP
who are competing and playing at the highest levels. These
people include 3 x British SUP Surf champion Matt Barker,
Maria Buchanan who has way too many achievements to list
across both surf and racing and Antony Ing who has been
leading the development of the WW award, with many more
top performers and coaches ensuring that the SUP coach
awards are at the cutting edge of not just the technical side of
SUP, but also the coaching side that British Canoeing are well
known for.
 
I recently worked with Elaine, (a new tutor to the British
Canoeing scheme, but an extremely experienced SUP paddler,
coach and physio) to run a course in Poole Harbour for four
extremely keen SUP paddlers and British Canoeing coaches.
Our focus was on developing our coach’s knowledge and
ability to deliver high quality coaching in the open water
environment, as well exploring open water leadership and
rescue skills - which resulted in a very full two days. 
 
Elaine and I looked to both model SUP coaching in some
different sessions, as well giving our aspirant SUP coaches lots
of time to transfer their already well-honed coaching
behaviours onto the open water with SUP. There was much
time spent discussing how the many different aspects of TTPP
applied to this discipline and, I am told, we challenged many
preconceived ideas about the various SUP techniques and
their application. To gain the most out of this course you
certainly need to be very comfortable and confident in the
open water environment paddling up, down and across
winds of F4.
 
The SUP Open Water Discipline Specific Training is for those
who are coaching paddlers regularly on open water. I have
run one of these courses since its launch and am looking
forward to delivering the others that I have scheduled over the
winter and into the spring.


